
Insitu Concrete Slot Drain Systems 

hroughout the UK, the construction of 
highway drainage systems using insitu slipform 

construction is the number one choice for many  
Tier 1 Contractors.

The reasons for this are quite simple and unambiguous: -

^ Various D400 profiles offered fully backed by BS EN 1433:2002  
load test certification

^ Linear Drainage Outfall (LDO) and Linear Drainage Access 
(LDA) design to suit all drainage systems

^ Fully automated and regulated process - setting out, intransitive  
concrete, computer machine control, lack of repetitive  
mechanical lifting and free from manual handling

^ Can be constructed freestanding or against fully or partially  
constructed pavement

^ Flexibility – constructed on a formation laid to standard MCHW  
tolerances – minimal radii achieved with ease

^ High productivity – terminus-to-terminus delivery 

^ Reduced cost

^ Factory production control – Rigorous QA control

^ Reduced environmental impact – use of locally sourced materials

^ Historical extensive use on Highways England Network

Extrudakerb provide a wealth of experience for the design and construction 
of insitu concrete slot drain systems. Extrudakerb can assist Designers 
and Contractors in making the best use of the many advantages that the 
slipform process offers to accelerate programme whilst reducing overall 
project costs.

Extrudakerb also offer a full cradle to grave service for the delivery of 
insitu concrete slot drain systems.

extrudakerb.co.uk
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In-House Design and Testing

The service starts with our Technical Department; they work closely with the project 
Designer and Main Contractor to identify the most appropriate slot drain profile and 
slipform paver configuration, considering all site constraints and buildability issues. 

Once the profile is agreed, our in-house Fabrication Department commence the fabrication of the 
bespoke moulds. Our Fabrication Department has over 40 years’ experience in fabricating bespoke 
moulds and machinery for both slipform concrete and asphalt kerb products. 

Following completion of the bespoke mould fabrication, off-site slipform trails are undertaken, 
utilising the exact concrete mix which is to be used for the permanent works. The purpose of the 
trials is to not only ensure the concrete mix design is appropriate for the method of construction, 
but to also produce test samples of slot drain which are then passed to our Technical Department 
for load testing. Extrudakerb are fully accredited to undertake load testing in accordance with BS 
EN 1433:2002 and provide comprehensive test reports for both 7-day and 28-day test samples.

Extrudakerb also offer a LDO & LDA design service providing in a terminus-to-terminus 
solution for the slot drain system. The same rigorous process is followed for the 
LDO & LDA design and fabrication as that of the slipform application.

Why settle for anything less?

Extrudakerb are fully accredited to undertake 
load testing in accordance with BS EN 
1433:2002 and provide comprehensive test 
reports for both 7-day and 28-day test samples.

Slipformed slot drain can 
produce in excess of 350 

linear m (120m³) per 
paver per shift



Extrudakerb (Maltby Engineering) Ltd, Denaby Lane Industrial Estate, Old Denaby,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN12 4JJ, United Kingdom

For more information on the Extrudakerb Insitu Concrete Slot Drain Systems, 

call Extrudakerb on T: +44 (0) 1709 862 076 or E: sales@extrudakerb.co.uk

Insitu Concrete Slot Drain Systems 
– Why settle for anything less?
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Fully Automated, Flexible, with High Productivity

Insitu concrete slot drain systems are constructed using a fully automated 
and regulated process. 

The continuous slot drains are cast into a homogeneous whole and are very 
distinctive for their excellent stability, perfect design, and ease of maintenance. 
A virtually limitless range of profiles and moulds can be used.

The slipform process removes the need for the repetitive mechanical lifting, double 
handling and manual handling required by precast alternatives. The setup process is 
remarkably simple and safe, and it also provides a good working environment. The 
work area remains unchanged; no climbing or excessive physical labour is required.

With insitu concrete slot drains, there is no requirement for a screed layer to be 
installed on the sub formation. The slot drain is laid directly onto 150mm of Type 1 
subbase which has been placed to the +10/-30mm tolerances permitted within the 
MCHW. This has both cost and programme benefits over pre-cast systems.

Slipform paving machines can be guided on full 3D wireless control or a simple pin 
and tape, providing flexibility for setting out.

Concrete is delivered in Extrudakerb’s very own high-tech concrete trucks complete 
with an auto slump control system. The auto slump control system allows the batch 
plant to provide actual mix data information to the concrete truck, which in turn then 
allows the truck to monitor, temper and deliver concrete to site as required without 
the need for site intervention. The concrete truck technology provides live data 
including concrete consistency, temperature, truck location, water addition, viscosity, 
times of batch, travel and discharge meaning the life of the concrete from cradle to 
grave is fully transparent.

So, what happens when you combine all the above? The answer is simple, 
high productivity!

Outputs are critical to programme delivery and outputs in excess of 350m (120m3) 
per paver, per shift have been achieved on recent projects when preceding site 
preparations works permitted. 

Innovation is never far away and Extrudakerb developed and internally fabricated 
a fully automated wire saw to undertake the full depth cuts required within the Slot 
Drain where LDO/LDA’s were to be constructed. The full depth cuts were historically 
undertaken using a concrete chainsaw, the introduction of the wire saw eliminates 
HAVs, Manual Handling, improves the quality and reduces consumable costs.

extrudakerb.co.uk

Completed insitu’ slot drain 
including drainage and access 
points. Adjacent carriageway 
complete to surface course

Reduced Cost

So surely all this technology, innovation and high productivity must 
come at a cost, right? 

Insitu concrete slot drain systems are in the region of 75% cheaper 
than precast alternatives, particularly when you consider all the 
additional preparation works and follow-on works required by precast.

Factory Production Control

Ok, so if the insitu concrete slot drain system is cheaper, it must be an 
inferior product or constructed to a lower quality? 

Wrong again! 

In fact, the insitu concrete slot drain system undergoes rigorous Quality 
Control check during its construction. 

Right First Time is a key driver for Extrudakerb and to ensure this was 
delivered, a full time Quality Engineer is employed on the project. 

The total elimination of all defects continues to be our goal, eliminating 
Client intervention and handing over a product which is exactly what 
the Client expected. The dedicated Quality Engineer undertakes pre-
paving, post-paving, post completion and handover inspections with 
Customers and Client’s to ensure the works are handed over  
“snag free”.

History Tells its Own Story

Insitu concrete slot drains have been successfully installed over several 
hundred kilometres of Highways England network with all projects 
benefiting from the programme and cost savings generated by 
the product.

Termination LDA (access) showing 
sacrificial twin wall pipe void former.
Stub pipe cast insitu’ to join with 
other drainage system

Termination 
LDO (outfall) and 
termination LDA 
(access). Stub 
pipe cast insitu’ 
to join with other 
drainage system

Termination LDO 
(outfall) showing sacrificial 
polypropylene void former


